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SUMMARY. All blocks of g-inverses of a bordered matrix of the form B =

U'oJ

completely characterized, and it is shown that these blocks are completely independent of each

other. A new form for a B~ is presented and some new results concerning invariance and
uniqueness of some important expressions involving blocks in a B~ are proven.

1. Introduction
For a general linear model (Y, X?, cr2V) where X may be deficient in
rank and V may be singular, C. R. Rao (1971, Theorem 3.1) has shown that
the problem of inference from the linear model can be completely solved once

one has obtained a g-inverse for the matrix

B

rV Z-i
X' 0

Although there has been a substantial amount of research conducted that
concerns the matrix B and g-inverses, B~, of B, we feel that there are still many
facts about the structure of g-inverses for B which have not yet been discovered.

For example, a great deal of attention has been given to the problem of ob
taining a particular form for an entire B~ but very little attention has been
devoted to the structure of the various submatrices that might appear in a
B~. One of the purposes of this paper is to show that the submatrices of B~
are entirely independent of each other and then to completely characterize
the various classes of matrices which are blocks in a g-inverse for B, and thus
characterize all g-inverses for B. As pointed out by Rao (1971), there is a need
for efficient algorithms for computing g-inverses of B. As a consequence of
our work, it will follow that the submatrices of any g-inverse for B may be
computed separately and independently so that the sizes of the matrices
involved in a computational scheme for a B~ may be greatly reduced, and thus

opening the door to faster and more efficient algorithms. The equations on
which such computations must be based are given in Theorem 4.2. It is hoped
that our work may be useful in the future development of computational
methods for g-inverses of B.
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In addition, we present a new form for a B~ along with some results
concerning the invariance and uniqueness of some terms which appear in a
g-inverse for _S.

2. Notation
The notation used by Rao and Mitra (1971) will be the notation adopted
in this paper. In addition, B will always denote the matrix (1.1) where V is

nonnegative definite. If V is nxn and X is nxr then every nxn matrix
which appears as an upper left hand block in some g-inverse for B will be called

a Gn-matrix. Likewise, those nxr matrices which appear as an upper right
hand block in some B~ are called C12~matrices; those rxn matrices which
appear as lower left hand blocks in a B~ are called C21-matrices; and those rxr
matrices which are lower right hand blocks in a B~ are called G22-matrices.

For example, if

Wnxn "nxr

Br-.

_ -^rxn J- rxr

is a g-inverse for B then Q is a Cn-matrix, U is a C12-matrix, L is C21-matrix,

and T is 022-matrix.

For a given _4~ Ea will always denote the matrix I?AA~ and Fa will

denote I?A~A.

3. Results on Cn-MATRicEs
In the first theorem we exhibit a new form for a particular g-inverse of B.
This form is simpler in structure than many of the previous forms which have

been given (see Pringle and Rayner (1970) and Rao (1972)). Many of the
techniques of this paper arose from a consideration of this new form.

Theorem 3.1 : Let X~, X'~ and (EXVFX')~ be any choices of g-inverses
of X, X', and EXVFX', respectively. Then, a g-inverse of B is given by

B- =

0

x

X'

-X-FX'

Q[I:-VX'-]

(3.0)

where Q = FX'(ExVFX')-Ex.
Proof : The proof is by direct computation and is omitted.

Remark : Note that for each g-inverse, X-, of X, the matrix X~' is a
g-inverse for X'. In computational considerations, it is desirable to use this
choice of g-inverse for X'. If this is done then Fxf = E'x so that Q in (3.0)
assumes the more symmetrical form
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Throughout this paper, one may employ the above mentioned option and take

Fxt = E'x, thus simplifying some of our statements and notation. However,
for the sake of generality, we have stated all of our results using both Fx?

and Ex.

It should be pointed out that Theorem 3.1 is a special case of more general
results obtained by Meyer (1973). Also, (3.0) may be obtained from Theorem 6
in Meyer's 1970 paper by a simple permutation.

In the next theorem we characterize the class of Cn-matrices.

Theorem 3.2 : Let X~ and X'~ be any choices of g-inverses for X and
X', respectively. Then, Q is a Cxx-matrix iff Q[satisfies

Ex(V-VQV) = 0

(3.1)

X'QV = Q

(3.2)

VQX = 0

(3.3)

X'QX = 0.

(3.4)

(V-VQV)FX, = 0.

(3.5)

and
Furthermore9 (3.1) can be replaced by

Proof : Let
W

r 0

-X~VX'

and
F =
By direct multiplication

Q

-[

BYB

-QVX'

=4

X-VQVX
-X-VQ

BWB =
and

X'

V-EXVFX, | X -i

r

X'

EXVQVFX>

EXVQX1

X'QVFX,

X'QX

Hence, if (3.1-3.4) hold (or if (3.2-3.4) and (3.5) hold) then B(W+Y)B = B
and Q is a C11-matrix, The converse can easily be inferred from Rao's (1972)

results.
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Remark : It is clear from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that (3.1-3.4) can be

replaced by

EXVQVFX' = EXVFX> ... (3.6)
X'QVFX< = ? ... (3.7)
ExVQX = 0 ... (3.8)
and X'QX = 0. ... (3.9)

If the restriction that Q be a nonnegative definite On-matr
Theorem 3.2 then both (3.2) and (3.3) may be eliminated a
replaced by the condition QX = 0.

We are now in a position to establish a general form for O

Theorem 3.3 : Let X~, X'~, and K~ be any choices of g-inv

K ? ExVFx'- If Q is a Cn-matrix then there exists a matri
verse K of K so that

Q = Z(I-KK-)Ex+FxiI-K-K)Z+Fx'KEx.

Conversely, for every matrix Z and every g-inverse K of K, the m

is a Gn-matrix.

Proof : It is straightforward to show that if Q is of the fo

(3.6-3.9) hold, so that Q is a Cn?matrix.

Conversely, suppose Q is a Cn-matrix. Then, (3.1-3.4) a

Now,

VFXfQV = VQV-VX'-X'QV = VQV ... (3.11)

since X'QV = 0 from (3.2). Similarly,

VQEXV= VQV ... (3.12)

from (3.3). Thus, we have

KQK = K ... (3.13)

from (3.1) and (3.11-3.12).

We now show that if Z = Q

and

K = QKK-+K-KQ-Q,

then (3.10) is true. Observe that KKK = K from

X'QK = X'QEZVFX' ... (3.14)
= X'QVFx--X'QXX-VFr

= 0-0 = 0
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from (3.2) and (3.4). Similarly,

KQX = 0. ... (3.15)

Using (3.14-3.15), it is now easy to show that

Q(I-KK-)Ex+Fx>(I-K-K)Q+FxiQKK-+K-K
Thus, (3.10) is true and the proof is completed.

We can now answer the interesting question of w
unique Cn-matrix ?

Theorem 3.4 : Let X~ and X'~ be any choices of
EXVFX'. The following statements are equivalent.
There exists a unique Cxx-matrix. ... (3.16)

R(EXV) = R(EX). ... (3.17)
*Jt(ExV) = ^K(EX). ... (3.18)

R(VF?>) = R(FX>). ... (3.19)
*4t(Fx.Y) = Ji(Fx,). ... (3.20)

Fx'K~Ex is invariant among all choices of K~. ... (3.21)
Proof : Before we begin to prove the theorem, we make the following
observations.

^t(Fx>) = n(X') = ^fi(Ex). ... (3.22)

FX'E'X = Ex and E'XFX' = FX'. ... (3.23)
Ex = 0 if and only if Fx> = 0. ... (3.24)
Jt(K) = ^i(ExV) and ^ft(K') = ^t(F'x, V). ... (3.25)
For conformable nonzero matrices A, B, and C such that BA~C is invariant
among all choices of A~, it must be the case that

*Mfi') C *M(A') and jK(C) ? *4l(A). ... (3.26)
It is clear that (3.22) is true and (3.23) and (3.24) are immediate consequences

of (3.22). To see that (3.25) is true, note that (3.22) implies that

^K(K) = ^4t(ExVEx) and *4t(K') = ^t(F'x,VFx>)
so that by writing Y ? A'A,

we obtain ^K(K) = ^K(EXA'AEX) = ^K((AEX)'AEX) = ^K((AEX)')

= *Jt(ExA') = ^K(EXY)

and *4t(K') = Oi(F'x,AAFX>) = +M(FX,A') = ^i(F'r V).
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Statement (3.26) is known to be true and is given as Ex. 14, p. 43, in Rao and

Mitra (1971). Although it is not explicitly stated in Rao and Mitra, it is
clear that (3.26) may not hold when either A, B, or G is a zero matrix.

We now proceed with the proof of theorem. It is clear that (3.17)4=^
(3.18) and (3.19) ?=? (3.20). Assume now that (3.17) holds and use (3.22) and
(3.25) to obtain

B(VFX>) = R(FX, V) = R(K) = R(EXV) = R(EX) = R(FX<).
Hence (3.17) =? (3.19). By a similar argument, it is easy to show that (3.19)

=?(3.17). We now have shown (3.17) ?=? (3.18) ?=^ (3.19) ?=? (3.20).
Assume now that (3.21) is true. If K, Ex, Fx' are all nonzero matrices, then

(3.26) yields

Oi(Ex) C *4t(K) = ~4t(ExV) C *JC(EX)
and hence (3.18) follows. If either Ex = 0 or Fx> = 0 then (3.18) trivially
follows. If K = 0 then (3.21) implies FXf HEx = 0 for all nxn matrices
H, so that in particular, Fx' E'XEX = 0. By virtue of (3.23), it follows that
Ex = 0 and thus (3.18) again is true. Therefore, in all cases, we have shown

that (3.21) =?(3.18). Conversely, assume (3.18). Thus, (3.20) also holds.
By virtue of (3.25) and Lemma 2.2.4, p. 21, of Rao and Mitra it easily follows

that (3.18) =?(3.21), and hence we have shown (3.18) ?=? (3.21). To
complete the proof, note that by using (3.10), one obtains that (3.16)

=?(3.21). Conversely, (3.21) implies, (3.18) and (3.20) so that by using
(3.25) it follows that

KK-Ex = Ex and FX' K'K = FZ'.
Hence, by (3.10), we have that (3.21) =?(3.16), and the proof is now
complete.
Theorem 3.5 : The following statements are equivalent :

(1) J(F)?J(I).
(2) n(X')Q7l(V).
(3) 0 is a Cn-matrix.
Proof : The proof is straightforward and is omitted.
4. G12, C21, 022-MATRICES AND THE INVARIANCE OF VQV
Our first theorem of this section shows that the product VQV is invariant

among all Cn-matrices Q. Using this invariance, we will be able to fully
characterize the other blocks of g-inverses of B.
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Theorem 4.1 : The product VQV is invariant for all Cxxrmatrices Q. In
fact, if V = A'A and S = ^f?(A\n(X')) (i.e., the range of A restricted to 7l(X'))

then

VQV = A'PsA=A'PAe,A ... (4.1)

for every Gxx-matrix Q.

Proof : Let X~ be a g-inverse for X and use X~' as a g-inverse for X'
so that the term K given in Theorem 3.3 can be written as K = EVE' where

E = I?XX-. Let K~ become g-inverse for K and let Q be a C^-matrix.
By Theorem 3.3, we know that there exists another g-inverse, K, of K and a

matrix Z such that

Q = Z(I-KK-)E+E'(I-K-K)Z+E'KE.
Since ^ft(K) = ^t(EV), it follows that

(I-KK-)EV = 0 ... (4.2)

and

VE'(I-K-K) - 0. ... (4.3)

By Lemma 2.2.6 of Rao and Mitra (1971), VE'KEV is inv

choice of g-inverse K of K. Thus, choose K = K* so tha

VE'KEV = A'AE'(EA'AE')*EA'A

= A'(EA')\EA')A = A'Pae'A.

The result (4.1) now easily follows from (4.2?4.4) an

^K(AE') = ^

Remark : An alternate proof of (4.1) will be included in the doctoral

dissertation of Hall.

The next result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a matrix to be

a C12, G2X, or C22-inatrix. But, more important, it establishes the amazing
fact that the blocks of g-inverses of B are completely independent of each

other.

Theorem 4.2 : Let

D= V-VQV

where Q is any Cxx-matrix. (Note that in view of Theorem 4.1, D is invariant
among all choices for Q.) Each of the following statements is true.

U isa C12-matrixiff ... (4.5)

X'UX' = X' and VUX' = D.

L is a C2X-matrix iff XLX = X and XLV = D. ... (4.6)

T is a C22rmatrix iff XTX1 = -D. ... (4.7)
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Moreover, if Q is any Cn-matrix, ? is any C12-matrix, L is any C21-matrix and

T is any C22-matrix, then the composite matrix

m =

rQ u-i

is always a g-inverse for B.

Proof : We will prove (4.5). Suppose first that U satisfie
tions in (4.5) and let

Q Un

Mr

-X-DX'

iX-(I-VQ)

where Q = FX'{EXVFX')-EX. (Note that Mv is just (3.0) with the (1, 2)
block replaced by U.) From Theorem 3.1 we know Q is a (7n-matrix so that
Theorem 3.2 guarantees that

VQVFX. = VFr
and therefore

D = DX-X'.

Using this, it is a simple matter to show that Mu is a g-inverse for B and hence

U is a (712-matrix. Conversely, suppose U is a C12-matrix. Then there exist
matrices Mlv M2V and _f2a such that

r Mii

M,
21

? "I
-^22 _

is a g-inverse for B. In Theorem 2.3 Rao (1972) proves that it must be the

case that

X'UX' = X'

and

VMUV+VUX'= V.
The desired result now follows by virtue of Theorem 4.1. To prove (4.6)
and (4.7), one constructs the matrices

Mj.=
and

J_r =
16

[

Q (I-QV)X'

Q

lX-(I-VQ)

-X-DX'

(I-QV)X'
T
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and proceeds in a manner similar to that used in the proof of (4.5). To prove

the second part of the theorem, suppose that Q is any On-matrix, U is any
C12-matrix, L is any C21-matrix, and T is any (722-matrix. That the composite

matrix

M =

Q U
L T _

is always a g-inverse for B follows by direct calculation

with (4.5-4.7).
Theorem 4.2 must be considered to be important from a computational
standpoint since it guarantees that each block of a g-inverse for B may be
calculated as a separate entity without regard to any other block which might
appear in a g-inverse for B. Furthermore, Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.2
provide the equations on which these calculations must be based. Throughout
our development, the common thread is the invariant term D. If a C^-matrix
has been previously calculated then D is readily available. However, Theorem
4.1 shows that it is not necessary to always first obtain a (7n-matrix in order
to calculate D. The computational aspects of obtaining D have not yet been
studied but this is a topic which warrants further investigation.

The special case in which D = 0 may be of some interest. In the next
theorem, we characterize those matrices B for which this situation occurs.

Theorem 4.3: Let D denote the invariant term D= V?VQV where
Q is any Cn-matrix. The following statements are equivalent.

D = 0 (i.e., Q is a g-inverse for V). ... (4.8)

0 is a C22-matrix, ... (4.9)
R(V) = R(VFx>). ... (4.10)
R(V) = R(EXV). ... (4.11)
B(V) = Tr(VQ). ... (4.12)

Proof : The fact that (4.8) 4=? (4.9) is a consequence o
other equivalences are consequences of (4.1) and the fact that

R(ExV) = R(VFx>) = Tv(VQ).
The details are left to the reader.
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Corollary 4.1 : For the linear model (Y, X?9 cr2V) where D = 0, the
following statements are true.

(i) The BLUE of an estimable parametric function p'? is p'? where

0 = (X--X'V+X~VPX)Y.
(ii) // p'? is estimable then p'? = p'? with probability one.
(iii) An unbiased estimator of cr2 is

?_Y'(I-PX)Y
_ z(V)

Proof : Use Rao's (1971) Theorem 3.1 together with the following fac

If D = 0 Theorem 3.2 implies I?Px is a Cn-matrix. But then if Q is
Cn-matrix, X~?X~VQ satisfies the two equations in (4.6) and hence

C21-matrix. Putting Q = I-Px yields that X-?X'V+X-VPX is a C

matrix, and hence (i) follows. Because 0 is a C22-matrix, V(p'?) = 0 and h
(ii) follows. From (4.12), we obtain that R(V) = Tv(VQ) so that (iii) follow

because R(V : X)-R(X) = Tr(VQ).

Remark : Note that in the case D = 0, the matrix Q = Fx> Ex is a
matrix and may be used in place of I?Px in Corollary 4.1.

5. Final remarks

1. The results of this paper hold for complex matrices (with the ap
priate changes).

2. Using (4.5-4.7), one can obtain general forms for CX2, C2X, and C
matrices similar to (3.10). Various forms will be included in the disserta

of Hall. Using such forms, one has at his disposal all of the g-inverses of

3. In a future publication the results of this paper and other res
will be extended to a Hubert space setting.

4. We express thanks to the referee for some valuable suggestions wh
helped to provide a more elegant proof of Theorem 4.1.
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